
School Teacher comes up with the next big thing
in cell phones lying in bed, pregnant with a
broken foot
A School Teacher invents the next big thing in cell
phones while lying in bed with a broken foot, 7 months
pregnant and launches to the world.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA, UNITED STATES, August 28,
2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Miranda is a teacher and
married mother of two wonderful boys. The story of her
invention the “Holding Cell” began 6 months ago when
she was waddling around 7 months pregnant.  Somehow
she missed a step and fell down pretty hard.  Luckily the
baby was fine but she was not so lucky, she ended up
breaking her foot and ankle.  Unfortunately, Miranda was
put in a cast and on bed rest for 5 weeks. Although she
needed a lot of help there was one thing that she
constantly needed, that was to find her cell phone that
had fallen out of reach & have her charging cord picked
up off the floor.  It was at that moment lying in bed
pregnant with a broken foot that it came to her why
doesn’t someone invent something to keep your phone
or baby monitor close by and convenient while holding
the charging cord off the floor?  She started searching all
over and could not find anything like that available to buy
so that is when she went to work trying to solve those

problems.  And that is when the Holding Cell was born! The Holding Cell is simple to use and can be
mounted beside the bed by sliding the panel under the mattress so your phone is within arm’s reach,
perfect for cell phones and baby monitors. Wherever the user puts it, this handy storage unit will
adjust in size to fit any phone or device.  The charging cord is safely captured through slots in the
bottom to keep it from being lost, and there is even extra storage space for additional cord.  The unit
can be angled to allow for easier viewing of a phone's screen, and folds neatly away when not in use.
The Holding Cell provides the perfect place to store a phone, baby monitor or other electronic device
during the night or any time the user needs a safe and easy-to-access storage and charging solution
so your charging cord is never on the floor.
As seen at https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/2110690770/the-holding-cell-a-game-changing-
phone-holder-for, the Kickstarter campaign offers pledge levels from $5 to $300 and awards ranging
from free links to ambient sounds to assist in sleeping to Holding Cell Units and additional USB
charging cords.  For more information on the prizes associated with various pledge levels, see the
Kickstarter page.
About The Holding Cell:  
The Holding Cell is a unique device that is designed to work in any location and to safely hold a
personal electronic device while it charges.  The Holding Cell creators have now launched a
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http://kck.st/1U4axZp


Kickstarter campaign to raise production and distribution
funds.
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